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A B S T R A C T

This study investigates the behaviour of low-voltage grids characterised by the maximum presence of prosumers.
LINK-solution properties are used to select the most suitable voltage control strategy and to simplify the Volt/var
management of low voltage grids. DSO-owned concentrated var-sinks, i.e. inductive devices, are set at the end of
each feeder whose upper voltage limit is violated. All of the customer-owned PVs inject into the grid by a power
factor of unity. Meanwhile, the customer-owned intelligent inverters are used to meet their reactive power
requirements at any time. (i.e. they are employed for local power factor correction at the customer sites).
Customers act reactive-power-self-sufficient or reactive-power-autarkic. The study is conducted in a theoretical
low-voltage grid and four typical real ones: large and small urban, rural, and industrial grids. The results show
that the concentrated var-sinks eliminate the violation of upper voltage limit in each case. The reactive-power-
autarkic customers release the grid from the reactive power of the load. This means there is no exchange of
reactive power between the grid and the customers; the Volt/var management of low-voltage grids can be
simplified drastically. Additionally, distribution transformers capacities are released and, for the industrial grid,
the capacity release reached 18.61%. Therefore, the existing capacities can be fully utilized and capital ex-
penditures postponed.

1. Introduction

The massive integration of rooftop photovoltaic (PV) facilities
challenges the operation of low-voltage grids (LVG), as it causes the
violation of upper voltage limit [1]. To eliminate these voltage viola-
tions, different measures are proposed like upgrading distribution
transformers (DTRs) with on-load tap changers [2], upgrading the
customer PV-inverters with different local Volt/var control strategies
[3–5], their combination [6] and the combination with active power
curtailment [7]. The use of on-load controllable DTRs may control the
voltage on the low voltage bus, but cannot guarantee that the voltage
will remain within the limits throughout the length of the feeder. Ad-
ditionally, feeders with low or no PV shares that are supplied by the
same DTR may be negatively affected by this action [8]. To avoid these
drawbacks, Refs. [6,9,10]. propose to employ a combination of on-load
controllable DTRs with a local reactive power, Q, control on each ex-
isting PV inverter. In this method, distributed data collection and cen-
tral control are necessary to control the voltage of LVGs with high PV
shares. To eliminate the data collection requirement and associated
communication issues, it is frequently attempted to solve voltage pro-
blems by using different local Volt/var controls [11–20].

Table 1 lists various solutions that have been developed so far to
control the reactive power locally. Usually, the active power produced
by PVs is variable, as it depends strongly on the weather conditions.
Meanwhile, the reactive power contribution of the PV inverters is de-
termined by the distribution grid operator (DSO), with either fixed or
variable target values [11]. The latter can be set by remote control, i.e.
online pre-setting of target values, or by schedules [12]. The set value
may be a constant power factor or reactive power [18,20], constant
voltage at a given bus [15], Qinv(UFeederBus) characteristic [16,17], or
cosφinv(Pinv) characteristic [18,19]. These methods are further refined
by including more local variables, such as Qinv(UFeederBus, Pinv) in Ref.
[18], Qinv(Pinv, PLoad, QLoad) and Qinv(Pinv, PLoad, QLoad, R/X) in Ref. [13],
cosφinv(Pinv, UFeederBus) in Refs. [3,15], cosφinv(UFeederBus) [15], and
cosφinv(Pinv, R/X) in Ref. [16]. Although all of these methods act on
local variables, many studies require the use of information and com-
munication technologies (ICT) to coordinate them by sending set points
[15,21,22] or certain parameters [14].

LVGs are characterized by the fact that customers’ plants are closely
to each other, and almost homogeneously connected. In this case, the
customers’ smart inverters are used to support the grid operation. Fig. 1
presents a schematic of the interaction between the DSO and the
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customer in the Qinv(UFeederBus) operation mode. From Fig. 1 it is clearly
to recognize that the LVG operation is intertwined with the operation of
each thereto connected inverter, although the latter are the customers’
property. The Q provided by the inverters depends on the feeder bus
voltage where the house and hence the inverter are connected. Mean-
while, the reactive power consumed by the house electrical devices
changes randomly, depending on how many of them are currently in
use. Therefore, the total reactive power flow through the intersection
point of the customer plant with the LVG is a function of the bus voltage
and customer’s electrical devices currently in operation.

All of the current solutions intended to prevent upper voltage limit
violations cause new technical and social problems. PV inverters in
cosφinv(Pinv) or Qinv(UFeederBus) operation mode causes an excessive re-
active power flow thus increasing considerably the grid losses and DTRs
loading [23] and in many cases active power curtailments are necessary
[24] to ensure the quality and reliability of supply. Their coordination
provokes major ICT challenges [25], and moreover their resolution is
not yet foreseeable. The intertwined operation of inverters, owned by
customers, with the LVG causes social problems in the field of dis-
crimination and data privacy.

To overcome the actual social and technical problems, the LINK-
Paradigm and resulting LINK-Solution are used [26]. The LINK-Solution
stipulates that each grid operator should primarily use its own reactive
devices to control the voltage. The use of the concentrated local var-
sink (expressed as L(U)) control, owned by the DSO, shows clear ad-
vantages over the distributed Volt/var local control strategies, realised
by customers’ inverters [27].

This study investigates the behaviour of low-voltage grids char-
acterised by the maximum presence of prosumers. Firstly, the pre-
requisites for setting up var-compensated customers are analysed.
Secondly, the characteristics of the theoretical and real Link-Grids, and

the used methodology are described. In the following, the study results
are clearly presented by using graphs and tables. Finally, the possibility
to enhance the effectiveness of exploitation of the existing infra-
structures is discussed, and the conclusions of this research are given.

2. Prerequisites for setting up var-compensated customers

The LINK-Solution provides a new approach for the large-scale in-
tegration of decentralised generation [28]. For the complete dynamic
optimization of power systems, a combination of primary and sec-
ondary control is considered. Different Link types, which create the
foundation of the unified LINK-based architecture of smart power grids,
operate as single autonomous systems, while providing the required
flexibility by their control schemes. Each of them behaves like a black
box and has neither information nor access to the various appliances
within the neighbouring links. Therefore, the current smart inverter
control solutions presented in Table 1, where the DSO uses the cus-
tomer-owned appliances to control the voltage in LVGs, are not relevant
for the LINK solution. For use in this context, we employed the fol-
lowing new control strategy ensemble.

Fig. 2 shows an overview of the low-voltage (LV) and customer
plant (CP) Grid-Links (LV_Grid-Link and CP_Grid-Link) in the case of
Volt/var control. As per definition, the LV_Grid-Link includes reactive
devices such as coils that contribute to the voltage control. The Volt/var
secondary control in LV_Grid-Link (VVSCLV) adapts the primary control
settings (e.g. the voltage set point at which to switch on the coil) to the
changing operation conditions while respecting the boundary con-
straints (e.g. the reactive power exchanged with the higher-voltage
grid). The concentrated L(U) local control strategy is used to prevent
upper voltage limit violation in the LVG [27]. In this case, the DSO uses

Nomenclature

cos(φ)Lo The cos(j) of the load
cos(φ)inv The cos(j) of the inverter
m The number of violated buses
ndev The number of currently supplied devices
nCoil The number of coils
nCost.. The number of customers
P The active power
Pinv The active power injected by the inverter
PLoad The active power consumed by the load

+QDTR Feeders The reactive power losses in the DTR and feeders
Q The reactive power
Q i( )dev The reactive power consumed by device i
Q j( )Coil

Q Aut The reactive power consumption of the j coil necessary to
keep the voltage under the upper

QCP
LV The reactive power exchange between the LVG and the

customer plant
Qex

Q Aut The reactive power flow from the MV_ into the LV_Link-
Grid when all of the prosumers are acting Q-Autarkic

Qcoil The reactive power consumption of the coil to mitigate the
voltage violation with Q-Autarky

QCoil(j) The reactive power consumption of coil j, necessary to
keep the voltage under the upper limit

Qex The reactive power exchange calculated on the primary
side of the DTR

Qind The reactive power consumption of the coil to mitigate the
voltage violation without Q-Autarky

Qinv The reactive power produced by the inverter
QLoad The natural reactive power consumption of the load
R/X The resistance to inductance ratio
RelCap The released capacities on distribution transformers
S The calculated apparent power
Sn The installed DTR capacity
Δuglobal The voltage change caused by the reactive power injection

in radial structures
UCoil(j) The voltage of the bus where is connected the coil j
UFdHb The voltage of the feeder head bus bar
UFeederBus The voltage of the feeder bus where the inverter is con-

nected
ULo The voltage of the load bus
VI The violation index

Table 1
Smart inverter control modes.

Operation modes

Current solutions Variable P, constant power factor
Variable P, constant reactive power
Variable P, constant voltage at given bus
Variable P, variable cosφinv(Pinv)
Variable P, variable Qinv(UFeederBus)

LINK solution Variable P, variable Qinv(QLoad)
Fig. 1. Schematic of the interaction between the DSO and customer in
Qinv(UFeederBus) operation mode.
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its own reactive device, which may be a coil, to control the voltage in its
operation area.

The CP_Grid-Link, which represents a prosumer, has a Volt/var
secondary control (VVSCCP) over the grid to which the CP devices
(including inverter) are connected [26]. The VVSCCP adapts the pri-
mary control settings of the inverter var primary control (varPCinv). The
reactive power flow between the CP_ and LV-Grid-Link, QCP

LV , can be
controlled using the following equation

=Q Q i Q( )set point
inv

n
dev

CP
LV

1

dev

(1)

where Qset point
inv — reactive power set-point of inverter calculated by

VVSCCP; Qdev(i) — reactive power consumed by device i; ndev — number
of currently supplied devices; QCP

LV — reactive power exchanged be-
tween the LV_ and CP_Grid-Links.

In the special case when

=Q 0CP
LV (2)

the inverter produces in real time only the reactive power, Qinv,
required by the rotating devices, such as washing machines, law-
nmowers, air conditioning units, etc. Therefore, the customers are fully
compensated and act Q self-sufficient or Q-Autarkic. This means that
LVG serves prosumers and consumers by a power factor of unity. In
principle, the inverter can exist regardless of the PVs, or, when it is PV-
associated, it may be oversized to allow for the necessary reactive
power production even at maximal active power injection. However,
the description and investigation of VVSCCP and VVSCLV are not the
subjects of this paper. Here we focus on the analysis of LVG behaviour
when the discussed control strategy ensemble (concentrated local var-
sinks and Q-Autarkic customers) is used.

3. Link-Grid characteristics and methodology

The investigations are performed in a theoretical and four real
LV_Link-Grids for various control strategies and scenarios. Meanwhile,
the results are assessed according to various evaluation entities.

3.1. Investigated LV_Link-Grids

To study the behaviour of LVGs with maximum presence of prosu-
mers, one theoretical and four European real grids are used. The
modelling is done based on the assumption of a balanced 3-phase radial
configuration. The prosumers in all of the test Link-Grids are char-
acterized by their loads and PV injections. Three different load classes
are considered: residential, commercial, and industrial. The loads are
modelled based on the active and reactive power consumption. The
active power is calculated based on the annual consumption, while the
reactive power is derived by using power factors of 0.95, 0.90, and 0.9
for the residential, commercial, and industrial classes, respectively. All
of the loads are modelled using an inherent ZIP model [29]. To simulate
the largest possible PV penetration, it is supposed that a 5.0 kWp PV
facility is installed on every house roof (for more details, see Appendix
A). All simulations are performed using NEPLAN.

3.1.1. Theoretical
Fig. 3 presents a schematic of the simplified, theoretical Link-Grid. It

consists of two feeders: FC with a cable structure and FOh with an
overhead-line structure connected to the feeder head bus bar (FdHb).
They are connected to the MV_Link-Grid through a 20 kV/0.4 kV,
160 kVA DTR. In each feeder, 20 residential customers are connected,
Table 2. This Table lists the parameters of the theoretical and real
LV_Link-Grids.

3.1.2. Real
To see the effects of the new control strategy on real European LVGs,

four different grid types are selected: large and small urban, rural, and
industrial. Fig. 4 depicts schematics of the different real LV_Link-Grids.
While, their characteristic parameters are summarized in Table 2.
Fig. 4(a) and (b) show a simplified one-line diagram of typical large and
small urban LV_Link-Grids, with nine and six main feeders, respectively.
In the large urban LV_Link-Grid, the longest feeder is 1.27 km long,
while in the small urban one, the longest feeder reaches 0.61 km. Both
grids have a very high cable share and supply only residential

Fig. 2. Overview of the LV_ and CP_Grid-Links in the case of Volt/var control.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the simplified, theoretical Link-Grid.

Table 2
Low-voltage test Link-Grids.

Test grid DTR Prosumer number Feeder length Feeder number Cable share [%]

U
U

1
2

[kV/kV] Sn [kVA] Res Com Ind Max [km] Min [km]

Theoretical 20/0.40 160 40 0 0 1.630 1.630 2 50
Large urban 20/0.40 630 175 0 0 1.270 0.305 9 96
Small urban 21/0.42 400 91 0 0 0.610 0.150 6 81
Rural 20/0.40 160 61 0 0 1.630 0.565 4 59
Industrial 20/0.40 800 7 4 10 0.715 0.025 3 100
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customers, 175 and 91 residential customers in large and small urban
grids, respectively. Fig. 4(c) shows a simplified one-line diagram of a
typical rural LV_Link-Grid with four main feeders. The longest feeder is
1.63 km long. In this grid with a 59% cable share, 61 rural residential
customers are connected. Fig. 4(d) depicts a simplified one-line diagram
of a typical industrial LV_Link-Grid with three main feeders. The longest
feeder is 0.715 km long. In this grid with a 100% cable structure, seven
residential, four commercial, and ten industrial customers are con-
nected.

3.2. Methodology

3.2.1. Control strategies
Three different cases are considered:

• No control applied (the upper voltage limit is violated);
• L(U) voltage control applied at the end of each violated feeder. The

var-sinks are modelled as shunt coils switched on for
UCoil(j) > 1.09 p.u. Where UCoil(j) is the bus voltage where the coil j
is connected. In this case this bus behaves as a PV node;

• L(U) control and prosumers operating Q-Autarkic.

3.2.2. Simulation scenarios
The voltage behaviour of the different LV_Link-Grids is investigated

for the worst case with respect to voltage violations: minimal load and
maximum PV production, Lmin–Pmax.

To investigate losses, DTR loading and released capacities, addi-
tional Load/Production scenarios are considered such as: minimal load
and minimal PV production, Lmin–Pmin; maximum load and minimal PV
production, Lmax–Pmin; minimal load and middle PV production,
Lmin–Pmid; maximum load and middle PV production, Lmax–Pmid; max-
imal load and maximal PV production, Lmax–Pmax.

In all cases, the upper voltage limit is set to 1.1 p.u.

3.2.3. Evaluation entities
The following entities are used to evaluate the behaviour of the

LV_Link-Grids:

• Number of violated feeders and buses;
• Violation index VI, which is calculated using

= =VI
U i U
m U

( ( )
,i

m viol
lim
upper

lim
upper

1

(3)

where m — number of violated buses, U viol— voltage of the violated
bus, Uupper

lim — upper voltage limit;

• Losses — grid and DTR losses;
• Reactive power exchange, Qex, calculated on the primary side of the

DTR;
• DTR loading;
• Global voltage change as result of the reactive power injection on

the radial structures [30] as in

=u GridType U GridType U GridType( ) ( ) ( ),global
NoCtrl
FdHb

Ctrl j
FdHb

( ) (4)

where the Grid Type may be large or small urban, rural or industrial,
UNoCtrl

FdHb — voltage on the FdHb when no control is applied, UCtrl j
FdHb

( ) —
voltage on the FdHb when one of the control strategies L(U) or L(U)
combined with Q-Autarky is applied.

4. Steady-state behaviour of LV_Link-Grids

4.1. Two-bus system

The effect of Q-Autarky is firstly discussed in a simple two-bus
system with the L(U) control strategy applied. Fig. 5(a) provides a
schematic of the two-bus system with an impedance connected in be-
tween the feeder head bus, F, and the load bus, Lo. To the latter, a load,
a PV facility and a coil are connected. The PV injects into the grid with

Fig. 4. Schematics of different real LV_Link-Grids: (a) large urban, (b) small urban, (c) rural, and (d) industrial.

Fig. 5. Two-bus system with feeder impedance, coil control, and PV injection
by cos(ϕ)PV = 1: (a) schematic, (b) vector diagram for cos(ϕ)Lo ≠ 1, and (c)
vector diagram for cos(ϕ)Lo = 1.
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cos(ϕ)inv = 1, while the load is inductive and consumes power with cos
(ϕ)Lo≠ 1. The corresponding vector diagram is shown in Fig. 5(b). The
active power, P, flows back through the feeder impedance into the
feeder head bus bar. While, the reactive power Q flows through the
feeder to the load. Normally, the voltage, ULo, of the bus connecting the
PV increases and can exceed the upper voltage limit. To mitigate this
voltage violation the coil consumes the reactive power, Qind as follows:

Qcoil=Qind. (5)

Fig. 5(c) show the vector diagram when Q-Autarky is applied, cos
(ϕ)Lo= 1. That means, the customer does not draw reactive power from
the feeder. To keep the same ULo as before, the coil consumption in-
creases by QLoad:

Qcoil =Qind+QLoad. (6)

The reactive power consumption of the coil increases while the Q-
flow through the feeder remains unchanged.

4.2. Theoretical LV_Link-Grid

Fig. 6 shows the voltage profiles of the theoretical Link-Grid with
the total minimal load of 27.36 kW and maximal PV injection of 200 kW
for different control strategies. The Lmin–Pmax scenario is simulated,
with each individual load consumption set to 0.684 kW with cos
(ϕ) = 0.95. Fig. 6(a) shows the voltage profiles of both feeders, FC and
FOh, that are acquired without applying any control. An active power of
153.46 kW flowed from the LV_Link-Grid into the MV_Link-Grid, while
a reactive power of 30.07 kvar flowed from the MV_Link-Grid into the
LV_Link-Grid (Table 3). The total losses are 15.55 kW, while the DTR
exhibits 92.2% loading. The natural reactive power consumption of the
consumers is not sufficient to mitigate the voltage violation resulting
from the reverse active power flow. Thus, 24 FOh buses violated the
upper voltage limit, with VI= 0.0595, while only 23 FC buses violated
it, with VI= 0.0365. The higher VI of FOh is related to the impedances
of the feeder with the overhead-line structure being higher than those
of the feeder with the cable structure. To eliminate the voltage viola-
tions, L(U) control is applied. Fig. 6(b) shows the voltage profiles ob-
tained for both FC and FOh when a L(U) control is set at the end of each
violated feeder. The black and grey curves correspond to the cases
without and with Q-Autarkic prosumers, respectively. The voltage
violations are eliminated in both cases, yielding VI= 0. The results
demonstrate that the total load compensation does not significantly
impact the resulting voltage profile. Fig. 6(c) shows the details of the
voltage profiles in the area with the largest voltage difference. This
voltage difference reaches a maximum of 0.003 p.u.

Without Q-Autarkic prosumers, the coils connected to FC and FOh

absorbed 57.65 kvar and 24.26 kvar, respectively. An active power of
144.84 kW flowed from the LV_Link-Grid into the MV_Link-Grid, while
a reactive power of 118.09 kvar flowed from the MV_Link-Grid into the
LV_Link-Grid. Fig. 7(a) presents schematically the active and reactive

power flow in the low voltage feeder with the highest PV penetration
injecting with cos(ϕ) = 1, where the L(U) control strategy is used. The
total losses are 25.79 kW, while the DTR shows 110.19% loading. In
this case, the reactive power exchange has three components, as in:

= + +
= =

+Q Q i Q j Q( ) ( )ex
i

n

Load
j

n

Coil
DTR Feeders

1 1

Cust Coil.

(7)

where QLoad(i) — natural reactive power consumption of load i; nCust. —
number of customers; QCoil(j) — reactive power consumption of coil j,
necessary to keep the voltage under the upper limit; nCoil — number of
coils; +QDTR Feeders — reactive power losses in the DTR and feeders.

With Q-Autarkic prosumers, the coils connected at FC and FOh ab-
sorbed 61.95 kvar and 28.10 kvar, respectively. An active power of
144.85 kW flowed from the LV_Link-Grid into the MV_Link-Grid, while
a reactive power of 114.67 kvar flowed from the MV_Link-Grid into the
LV_Link-Grid, Table 3. In this case, the reactive power exchange had
only two components, as shown in Fig. 7(b) and expressed in:

= +
=

+Q Q j Q( )ex
Q Aut

j

n
Coil
Q Aut DTR Feeders

1
Coil

(8)

Fig. 6. Voltage profiles of the theoretical Link-Grid for a minimal load of 54.72 kW and maximal PV injection of 200 kW for different control strategies: (a) no control,
(b) L(U) control with and without Q-Autarkic prosumer, and (c) detailed view.

Table 3
P, Q, and losses for different control strategies.

P [kW] Q [kvar] Losses [kW] DTRLoading [%]

No control 153.46 −30.07 15.55 92.2
L(U) 144.84 −118.09 25.79 110.19
L(U)+Q-autarky 144.85 −114.67 25.74 108.95

Fig. 7. Active and reactive power flow in a low-voltage feeder with the highest
PV penetration that injects with cos(ϕ) = 1 and the L(U) control strategy is
employed when (a) the reactive power required by the load is supplied by the
grid and (b) Q-autarky is applied.
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Fig. 8. Overview of the voltage profiles of four typical real Link-Grids for the minimal load and maximal PV injection with no, L(U), or L(U)+Q-Autarky control.

Table 4
Large urban Link-Grid results for minimal load (171 kW) and maximal PV-injection (875 kW).

Control strategy Number of violated VI Losses [kW] Qex [kvar] DTRLoading [%] uglobal [p.u.]

Feeders Buses

None 5 112 0.0122 29.38 106.19 100.04 –
L(U) 0 0 0.0000 41.13 309.2 107.88 0.0118
L(U) and QAut 0 0 0.0000 41.91 288.61 106.47 0.0106
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where Qex
Q Aut — reactive power flow from the MV_Link-Grid into the

LV_Link-Grid when all of the prosumers are acting Q-Autarkic;
Q j( )Coil

Q Aut — reactive power consumption of the coil necessary to keep
the voltage under the upper limit when all of the prosumers are acting
Q-Autarkic.

The total losses are 25.74 kW, while the DTR shows 108.93%
loading.

Consequently, applying the L(U) control strategy at the end of each
feeder exhibiting an upper voltage limit violation eliminates all of the
voltage violations. The DTR loading is 17.98% greater than that in the
case with no control. The combination of the L(U) control strategy with
Q-Autarkic consumers decreases the reactive power flow as follows:

= > =Q Q118.09kvar 114.67kvar.ex ex
Q Aut (9)

Here, it is very interesting to note that distributed natural reactive

power consumption of the loads yields a voltage reduction effect lower
than that of concentrated reactive power consumption at the end of the
feeder. The DTR capacity is released by 1.24% when the consumers act
Q-Autarkic.

In principle, in the case of a voltage rise along the feeder, having an
inductive load especially close to the end of it helps to mitigate the
voltage increase. However, since the load profile does not always co-
incide with the PV production profile, the reactive power consumption
of the loads cannot be considered for the voltage control. Therefore, the
customers’ Q-Autarky shows advantages also in this case.

In this control strategy ensemble, the reactive power devices (e.g.
coils), which are under the utility administration, enable unrestricted
operation, which does not require any data exchange between the DSO
and prosumers. Additionally, enabling the prosumers to act Q-Autarkic
releases capacity and simplifies the LVG state estimation and Volt/var
management. To highlight the effectiveness of the L(U) control strategy
and its combination with Q-Autarkic prosumers, simulations are also
conducted for four typical real LV_Link-Grids.

4.3. European real LV_Link-Grids

The behaviour of the real LV_Link-Grids is also analysed considering
the Lmin-Pmax scenario, as most upper voltage limit violations occur in
this situation. The slack is always set on the bus of the primary side of
the DTR at 1.06 p.u. (shown with “x” on the ordinate axis in each
diagram). This voltage value characterises DTRs being connected at the
end of the medium voltage feeder.

Fig. 8 shows the voltage profiles of four typical real Link-Grids with
minimal loads and maximal PV injections when no, L(U), or L(U)+Q-
Autarkic control is applied. Different colours are used to draw the
voltage profile of various feeders. Different feeders The L(U) control is
set at the end of the main branch of each violated feeder. Just as in the
case of the theoretical LV_Link-Grid discussed in Section 4.1, the Q-
Autarky of the prosumers had no significant impact on the voltage

Table 5
Small urban Link-Grid results for minimal load (119 kW) and maximal PV-injection (728 kW).

Control strategy Number of violated VI Losses [kW] Qex [kvar] DTRLoading [%] uglobal [p.u.]

Feeders Buses

none 4 58 0.0085 24.70 87.23 137.63 –
L(U) 0 0 0.0000 31.09 240.62 146.54 0.0128
L(U) and QAut 0 0 0.0000 31.60 232.05 145.64 0.0121

Table 6
Rural Link-Grid results for minimal load (42 kW) and maximal PV-injection (305 kW).

Control strategy Number of violated VI Losses [kW] Qex [kvar] DTRLoading [%] uglobal [p.u.]

Feeders Buses

None 2 42 0.0347 15.35 39.82 146.22 –
L(U) 0 0 0.0000 25.96 131.32 159.2 0.0214
L(U) and QAut 0 0 0.0000 26.15 124.40 157.11 0.0199

Table 7
Industrial Link-Grid Results for minimal load (391 kW) and maximal PV-injection (720 kW).

Control strategy Number of violated VI Losses [kW] Qex [kvar] DTRLoading [%] uglobal [p.u.]

Feeders Buses

None 1 9 0.0063 18.63 222.81 42.99 –
L(U) 1 1 0.0032 24.01 306.46 49.37 0.0038
L(U) and QAut 1 1 0.0036 25.52 170.97 38.75 0.0023

Fig. 9. Losses in different types of real LV_Link-Grids and different scenarios
and with different control strategies.
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profiles of the real LV_Link-Grids. Therefore, the voltage profiles cor-
responding to the L(U) and L(U)+Q-Autarky control cases are not
shown separately. However, the other parameters such as number of
violated feeders and buses, VI, losses, Qex, DTRLoading, and Δuglobal are
influenced by the Q-Autarkic operation mode of the prosumers. The
voltage of the secondary bus of the DTR shifts in all of the control cases.
The simulation results of all of the real LV_Link-Grids are shown in the
Tables 4–7.

Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the voltage profiles of all feeders of the large
urban LV_Link-Grid with the minimal load, 171.15 kW, and maximal PV
injection, 875.0 kW, with no, L(U) and L(U)+Q-Autarky control ap-
plied. While, Table 4 summarises the simulation results described
above. Fig. 8(a) corresponds to the no control case. The number of limit
violations is considerable: five feeders, 112 buses are violated with
VI = 0.012. The losses reach 29.38 kW. Fig. 8(b) shows the voltage
profiles obtained with L(U) or L(U)+Q-Autarky control applied. The
voltage violations are eliminated in both cases; hence, VI = 0. In both
cases, all four parameters (i.e. losses, Qex, DTRLoading, and Δuglobal) in-
crease with respect to the case with no control. However, with L(U)+Q-
Autarky, these parameters increase less than in the case of the L(U)
control strategy.

Fig. 8(c) and (d) present the voltage profiles of all of the feeders in
the small urban LV_Link-Grid with the minimal load, 119 kW, and
maximal PV injection, 728.0 kW with no, and L(U) and L(U)+Q-Au-
tarky control applied. While, Table 5 summarises the relevant simula-
tion results mentioned above. Fig. 8(c) corresponds to the no control
case. The upper voltage limit is violated by four feeders, by 58 buses
with VI = 0.0085. The losses reach 24.70 kW. Fig. 8(d) shows the
voltage profiles obtained with L(U) or L(U)+Q-Autarky control applied.
Similar to the large urban Link-Grid, the voltage violations are elimi-
nated in both cases; hence, VI = 0. As with the large urban grid, the
same tendency is observed with respect to the four parameters (losses,
Qex, DTRLoading, and Δuglobal).

The same trend is observed for the rural and industrial Link-Grid
case as well, as it can be seen in Fig. 8(e)–(h), and in the corresponding
Tables 6 and 7 respectively.

In order to check this trend for other operating conditions as well,
various Load/Production scenarios are analysed as follows.

4.4. Released capacities

Fig. 9 depicts the losses obtained with the different real LV_Link-
Grid types in various Load/Production scenarios and with no, L(U), or L
(U)+Q-Autarky control applied. The losses for the large urban and
industrial Link-Grids and the Lmin–Pmin, Lmax–Pmin, Lmin–Pmid, and
Lmax–Pmid Load/Production scenarios are smaller with the L(U)+Q-
Autarky control strategy than with no or L(U) control. In these cases,
the reactive power required by the loads is higher than the reactive
power needed to keep the voltages within the limits. With the in-
creasing PV-injection in the Lmin–Pmax and Lmax–Pmax cases, the amount
of reactive power needed to eliminate voltage violations increases and
thus losses do as well. The L(U)+Q-Autarky control strategy decreases
the losses by 22.4% for the rural Link-Grid but increases it by 5.9% for
the industrial Link-Grid. For the large and small urban Link-Grids, the
losses remain almost the same.

Fig. 10 shows the DTR loading in the different real LV_Link-Grid
types for different Load/Production scenarios and with no, L(U), or L(U)
+Q-autarky control. Compared to the L(U) control case, the use of L(U)
+Q-Autarky control decreases the DTR loading for all of the Load/
Production scenarios and for all of the real Link-Grid types. The degree
to which the loading decreases depends on the load nature. In the

Fig. 10. DTR loading in different types of real LV_Link-Grids and different scenarios and with different control strategies.

Fig. 11. Effect of the power factor on the reactive power requirements of a
100 kVA load.
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industrial Link-Grid case, the industrial and commercial customers are
modelled with cos(ϕ) = 0.9 and therefore it requires a large share of
the reactive power, specifically, 43.59% of the total consumed power.
Fig. 11 shows the effect of the power factor on the reactive power re-
quirement of a 100 kVA load as an example. The Q-curve shows that
small cos(ϕ) variations cause very high reactive power changes when
the power factor is high. Thus, very different reactive power flows are
required by the same load with power factors of 0.98, 0.95, and 0.90,
which are respectively 19.90 kvar, 31.22 kvar, and 43.59 kvar or
19.9%, 31.22%, and 43.59%, respectively, of the total load.

Fig. 12 shows the released capacities (RelCap) of the DTR for the
different real LV_Link-Grid types, Load/Production scenarios, and
control strategies. RelCap is calculated in the L(U) and L(U)+Q-Au-
tarkic control cases as follows:

=RelCap k l S k l
S k

S k l
S k

( , ) ( , )
( )

( , )
( )

100Ctrl j
NoCtrl

n

Ctrl j

n

( )
( )

(10)

where k — one of the real LV_Link-Grids, i.e. large urban, small urban,
rural, or industrial; l — one of the Load/Production scenarios; Sn —
installed capacity of the DTR; SNoCtrl — calculated apparent power of
the DTR when no control is applied; SCtrl(j) — calculated apparent
power of the DTR when one of the control strategies L(U) or L(U)
combined with Q-Autarky is applied.

The results shows that for Lmin–Pmin, Lmax–Pmin, Lmin–Pmid, and
Lmax–Pmid operation in all of the real LV_Link-Grids, the use of L(U)
control does not release the capacities of the DTRs. During high pro-
duction periods, in the Lmin-Pmax and Lmax-Pmax scenarios, even more
capacity (up to −12.98% for the rural LV_Link-Grid) is needed, but all
the upper voltage limit violations are eliminated.

The L(U)+Q-Autarky control strategy provides significant ad-
vantages in all of the scenarios for all of the studied real LV_Link-Grids.
During low production periods, specifically, in the Lmin–Pmin, Lmax–Pmin,
Lmin–Pmid, and Lmax–Pmid scenarios, less DTR capacity (up to 18.61% for
the industrial Link-Grid) is required. During high production periods,
specifically, in the Lmin–Pmax and Lmax–Pmax scenarios, more DTR ca-
pacity (up to −10.89% for the rural Link-Grid) is required within the

large urban, small urban, and rural link grids, while less DTR capacity
(up to 4.24%) is required within the industrial link grid.

The results show that the L(U)+Q-Autarky control strategy enables
more effective use of the existing capacity than the L(U) control
strategy. Previous comparative studies of different existing control
strategies in LVGs have underlined the benefits of the proposed control
strategy [23].

5. Conclusion

The L(U) control strategy eliminates the upper voltage limit viola-
tions caused by reverse active power flow. The control strategy en-
semble, L(U)+Q-Autarky, provides substantial benefits. Specifically,
this strategy unloads the grid from the reactive power flow of the load,
enabling full utilization of the existing infrastructures and postpone-
ment of capital expenditures. Furthermore, the exchange of information
between DSOs and prosumers is reduced because DSOs use their own
inductive devices for the voltage control in LVGs. This greatly simplifies
their Volt/var management tasks.

The basic principle of the proposed method is to replace the local
distributed Q(U) control strategy with the L(U)+Q-Autarky control
ensemble. The special feature of the latter is that the prosumers operate
self-sufficient concerning the reactive power. They constantly meet
their own reactive power needs, regardless of the voltage behaviour at
the connection point.

A practical implementation of the L(U)-control strategy (via coils or
inverters) will be needed to underline the effectiveness of this method.
Similarly to Q(U) control, Q-Autarky control is a type of behind-the-
meter reactive power control. Therefore, the prosumer's incentives to
apply this method in practice should be carefully analysed.
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Appendix A

See Fig. 13, Table 8, Table 9.

Fig. 12. Released capacity of DTR in different types of real LV_Link-Grids and different scenarios and with different control strategies.
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Fig. 13. Details of the theoretical grid.

Table 8
Theoretical grid branch data.

Input data Results

Branch Branch type R [mΩ] X [mΩ] B [μS] P [kW] Q [kvar]

(0,0,0)–(0,1,0) Trafo 10.000 39.100 0.00 −153.461 30.069
(0,1,0)–(1,1,0) Cable 61.800 24.000 15.60 −78.995 8.537
(1,1,0)–(1,1,1) Cable 48.075 6.375 2.70 −4.259 0.283
(1,1,0)–(1,1,2) Cable 83.330 11.050 4.68 −4.255 0.282
(1,1,0)–(1,2,0) Cable 65.920 25.600 16.64 −72.640 7.151
(1,2,0)–(1,2,1) Cable 19.230 2.550 1.08 −4.245 0.306
(1,2,0)–(1,3,0) Cable 32.960 12.800 8.32 −70.241 6.148
(1,3,0)–(1,3,1) Cable 6.410 0.850 0.36 −4.238 0.318
(1,3,0)–(1,3,2) Cable 19.230 2.550 1.08 −4.237 0.318
(1,3,0)–(1,3,3) Cable 9.615 1.275 0.54 −4.238 0.318
(1,3,0)–(1,4,0) Cable 18.540 7.200 4.68 −58.350 4.886
(1,4,0)–(1,4,1) Cable 3.205 0.425 0.18 −4.234 0.323
(1,4,0)–(1,4,2) Cable 3.205 0.425 0.18 −4.234 0.323
(1,4,0)–(1,4,3) Cable 70.510 9.350 3.96 −4.227 0.321
(1,4,0)–(1,4,4) Cable 12.820 1.700 0.72 −4.232 0.323
(1,4,0)–(1,4,5) Cable 25.640 3.400 1.44 −4.233 0.323
(1,4,0)–(1,4,6) Cable 3.205 0.425 0.18 −4.234 0.323
(1,4,0)–(1,5,0) Cable 30.900 12.000 7.80 −33.265 2.834
(1,5,0)–(1,5,1) Cable 12.820 1.700 0.72 −4.230 0.328
(1,5,0)–(1,6,0) Cable 70.040 27.200 17.68 −29.203 2.451
(1,6,0)–(1,6,1) Cable 64.100 8.500 3.60 −4.217 0.336
(1,6,0)–(1,6,2) Cable 96.150 12.750 5.40 −4.214 0.335
(1,6,0)–(1,6,3) Cable 38.460 5.100 2.16 −4.219 0.337
(1,6,0)–(1,6,4) Cable 83.330 11.050 4.68 −4.215 0.336
(1,6,0)–(1,7,0) Cable 35.020 13.600 8.84 −12.627 1.018
(1,7,0)–(1,7,1) Cable 64.100 8.500 3.60 −4.215 0.339
(1,7,0)–(1,7,2) Cable 12.820 1.700 0.72 −4.220 0.341
(1,7,0)–(1,7,3) Cable 32.050 4.250 1.80 −4.218 0.340
(0,1,0)–(2,1,0) Line 97.920 106.710 0.00 −75.826 16.208
(2,1,0)–(2,1,1) Line 46.140 28.230 0.00 −4.255 0.295
(2,1,0)–(2,1,2) Line 79.976 48.932 0.00 −4.251 0.297
(2,1,0)–(2,2,0) Line 104.448 113.824 0.00 −70.578 12.067
(2,2,0)–(2,2,1) Line 18.456 11.292 0.00 −4.234 0.323
(2,2,0)–(2,3,0) Line 52.224 56.912 0.00 −69.121 8.717
(2,3,0)–(2,3,1) Line 6.152 3.764 0.00 −4.223 0.339
(2,3,0)–(2,3,2) Line 18.456 11.292 0.00 −4.222 0.339
(2,3,0)–(2,3,3) Line 9.228 5.646 0.00 −4.223 0.339
(2,3,0)–(2,4,0) Line 29.376 32.013 0.00 −57.687 6.356
(2,4,0)–(2,4,1) Line 3.076 1.882 0.00 −4.218 0.346
(2,4,0)–(2,4,2) Line 3.076 1.882 0.00 −4.218 0.346
(2,4,0)–(2,4,3) Line 67.672 41.404 0.00 −4.211 0.351
(2,4,0)–(2,4,4) Line 12.304 7.528 0.00 −4.217 0.347
(2,4,0)–(2,4,5) Line 24.608 15.056 0.00 −4.216 0.348
(2,4,0)–(2,4,6) Line 3.076 1.882 0.00 −4.218 0.346
(2,4,0)–(2,5,0) Line 48.960 53.355 0.00 −32.857 3.762
(2,5,0)–(2,5,1) Line 12.304 7.528 0.00 −4.211 0.355
(2,5,0)–(2,6,0) Line 110.976 120.938 0.00 −28.895 3.136
(2,6,0)–(2,6,1) Line 61.520 37.640 0.00 −4.195 0.374
(2,6,0)–(2,6,2) Line 92.280 56.460 0.00 −4.192 0.376
(2,6,0) – (2,6,3) Line 36.912 22.584 0.00 −4.198 0.372
(2,6,0) – (2,6,4) Line 79.976 48.932 0.00 −4.194 0.375
(2,6,0) – (2,7,0) Line 55.488 60.469 0.00 −12.547 1.169
(2,7,0) – (2,7,1) Line 61.520 37.640 0.00 −4.193 0.377
(2,7,0) – (2,7,2) Line 12.304 7.528 0.00 −4.197 0.374
(2,7,0) – (2,7,3) Line 30.760 18.820 0.00 −4.196 0.375
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